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High-efficiency organic solar cells enabled by
nonfullerene acceptors with varying alkyloxy
substitution positions of the phenyl outer side
chains†

Huanran Feng, ‡*a Changzun Jiang,‡b Zhixiang Li,b Xiangjian Wan, b Bin Kan*c

and Yongsheng Chen b

Side-chain engineering has proven to be a highly effective approach in the manipulation of the

molecular properties, morphology, and charge transfer/transport of non-fullerene acceptors. In addition

to the alterations in branching locations and length of the alkyl side chain, a comprehensive exploration

of the side chain configuration of nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs) is imperative to fully exploit their

capabilities in organic solar cells (OSCs). Here, two isomeric NFAs (named m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-

OEH) with phenyl outer side chains attaching a 2-ethylhexyloxy substituent at the meta- or para-

position were designed and synthesized. The effects of the alkyloxy substitution position of the phenyl

outer side chains on the molecular properties, blend morphology and charge process using the polymer

donor PM6 are investigated. In comparison to p-BTP-OEH with para-substitution, the meta-substituted

side chains of m-BTP-OEH exhibited more favorable tilted orientations and thus better film-

morphology, charge transfer/transport and reduced energy disorder when blending with PM6. As a

result, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the devices based on m-BTP-OEH reached 18.02%,

exhibiting a significantly enhanced fill factor (FF) of 78.41%, surpassing the photovoltaic performance of

the devices based on p-BTP-OEH (17.63%). This study contributes to the comprehension of the

significant influence of side chain configuration on the properties of molecules and its role in advancing

the performance of photovoltaic systems.

Introduction

The prosperity and development of organic solar cells (OSCs)
exhibits their potential for next-generation photovoltaic tech-
nology with power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) surpassing
19% due to the innovations of photoactive materials.1–7 Among
the numerous light-harvesting materials, acceptor–donor–

acceptor (A–D–A) type non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) contri-
bute substantially to the performance promotion owing to their
distinctive advantages of well-defined molecular structures,
easier tunability of absorption and electrochemical energy
levels, superior exciton dissociation and charge transport
features, etc.8–11 In particular, the best-performing devices so
far are based on Y-series NFAs pairing with wide-band-gap
donor polymers. Despite the great leap in efficiency of OSC
devices, further improving their performance is still a key
issue.12,13 It is well-known that maximizing the PCE of OSCs
requires simultaneously improving the three photovoltaic para-
meters of open-circuit voltage (Voc), short-current density ( Jsc)
and fill factor (FF). The photovoltaic parameters are predomi-
nantly influenced by the light absorption, energy level, and
morphological characteristics of the blend film, all of which
can be effectively regulated through molecular engineering.14,15

Thus, more efforts need to be exerted in the molecular engi-
neering of the photoactive materials and NFAs where delicately
tailored molecular structures might be designed, to build the
structure-performance relationship, thereby achieving more
efficient OSCs.
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Side chain engineering is proved to be an efficient and
versatile strategy in modulating the molecular stacking and
crystallinity of materials.14,16–18 This approach has already been
successfully applied to the high-performance Y-series NFAs,
which contain inner and outer side chains respectively located
on the pyrrole and thienothiophene moieties of the central
fused ring.19 It has been demonstrated that alterations of the
alkyl chain of the inner and/or outer position can regulate
the molecular interactions of the materials, thus affecting the
blend morphologies and donor–acceptor compatibility, which
are directly related to exciton behaviors, charge transport and
material solubility.20–23 For example, Yan and Zou et al. synthe-
sized three molecules with different alkyl inner chain branched
positions and lengths. It was found that N3 with branched and
modest length of the alkyl chain exhibits better electronic
properties and morphology, and thus OSC devices based on
N3 exhibited the best photovoltaic performance compared to
devices based on the other two molecules.24 Besides the inner
side chains, further studies demonstrated that the outer ones
may provide a more efficient means to tailor the molecular
conjugation, charge process and energy disorder, etc. For
instance, Zou et al. synthesized and contrasted the NFAs with
and without the outer side chains (Y11, Y18 and Y3). They
found that the presence of these outer side chains resulted in a
decrease in energy disorder and enhanced charge transport,
through the restriction of end-group rotation.25 Afterwards, Sun
and Liu et al. reported a high-performance NFA of L8-BO with
2-butyloctyl branched outer alkyl side chains. Compared with
Y6 with a linear side chain, L8-BO possesses denser molecular
packing while reduced intermolecular aggregation and a result-
ing upshifted lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
energy level, and thus enhanced charge transport and reduced
Eloss, ultimately achieving higher device performance.26 These
studies and results have led to an increasing focus on mole-
cular engineering on the outer alkyl chain, and demonstrate its
potential on more efficient OSCs.

Furthermore, the investigation into substituting the outer
side chain with a two-dimensional (2D) alkylaryl unit has
now attracted much attention, which might more significantly
optimize the crystallinity and aggregation properties due to its
stronger steric hindrance.27–29 Yan et al. introduced octylthie-
nyl and hexylphenyl as outer side chains for comparison with
alkyl ones. The addition of 2D side chains increased steric
hindrance and slightly decreased crystallinity, leading to
improved blend morphology and a resulting PCE of 17.6%.30

In addition, they conducted the synthesis of three isomeric
NFAs, wherein the hexyl chains were substituted at various
locations on the phenyl as outer side chains. The incorporation
of a meta-positioned hexylphenyl group, exhibiting a distinctive
‘‘tilted’’ orientation, has conferred upon m-BTP-PhC6 a heigh-
tened level of organized intermolecular arrangement, conse-
quently leading to an augmentation in electron mobility. The
optimized m-BTP-PhC6-based blend resulted in appropriate
phase separation and improved molecular packing, leading to
a significantly higher PCE of 17.7%.31 Li and Wei et al. also
carefully examined the substitution position on the thienyl

conjugated outer side chains based on two isomeric acceptors
o-TEH and m-THE and the device based on m-THE with
2-ethylhexyl substituent at the b-position demonstrated an
outstanding PCE of 18.51%.32 These studies highlight that
the location of the substituent on the 2D outer side chains
has a great impact on the molecular geometry, molecular
packing and furthermore the charge transport properties, and
thus photovoltaic performance.

Based on the above studies, it would appear that further
improvement of the OSC performance can be achieved by
further molecular engineering on the outer side chains; mean-
while, a more comprehensive understanding of the structure–
morphology–performance correlation can be developed.
Inspired by the successful optimizations by side chains engineer-
ing mentioned above, here, two new NFAs with meta- and para-
substitution of 2-ethylhexyloxy on the phenyl rings as outer side
chains, namely m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH, are designed and
synthesized. It was found that the side chain configurations
barely affect molecule absorption, but the energy level, crystal-
linity and mobility were influenced, as well as the miscibility and
charge transfer with the donor. Benefiting from the favorable
blend morphology, charge transfer/transport dynamics and
reduced energy disorder, the PM6:m-BTP-OEH-based devices
reached 18.02% with much improved FF of 78.41% outperform-
ing the p-BTP-OEH-based ones (17.63%). Our results emphasize
that the location of substitution on the outer side chains has a
notable impact on the photovoltaic efficiency of Y-series NFAs
and show the potential of NFAs with alkyloxy substituted phenyl
for higher performance OSCs.

Results and discussion

The synthetic routes for m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH are dis-
played in Fig. S1, ESI.† The intermediate TPBT-2Br was synthe-
sized according to the procedure reported by us previously
without using organotin reagents.33 1H NMR, 13C NMR and
high-resolution mass spectrometry were conducted to confirm
the molecular structures (ESI†). Both isomeric NFAs demon-
strate favorable solubility in typical organic solvents such as
chloroform, toluene, and chlorobenzene under ambient condi-
tions, thereby facilitating the effortless production of organic
semiconductor devices.

Fig. 1b displays the UV-vis absorption spectra of the thin
films of PM6, m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH, and Fig. S1 (ESI†)
exhibits their solution absorption spectra. The solutions in
chloroform of m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH displayed almost
identical shapes of absorption curves in the range of 300–
800 nm with the maximum absorption peaks at 728 and
729 nm, respectively. In the thin film state, both m-BTP-OEH
and p-BTP-OEH demonstrated a significant red-shift of approxi-
mately 90 nm, accompanied by broadening, which suggests an
augmentation in molecular packing within the film state. The
estimation of the optical bandgap (Eopt

g ) for m-BTP-OEH and
p-BTP-OEH was determined to be 1.36 eV, taking into consid-
eration their absorption onsets. The above absorption data are
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summarized in Table 1. These results indicated that the differ-
ent alkyloxy-substituted positions do not have a great impact on
the optical properties of m-BTP-OEH in comparison to that of
p-BTP-OEH. In addition, these two molecules displayed com-
plementary absorption with the wide bandgap polymer donor
PM6, which is beneficial for the enhanced light-harvesting and
thus higher Jsc of the corresponding OSCs.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was employed to estimate the
frontier orbital levels of these molecules, as shown in Fig. 1c
and Fig. S2 (ESI†). The highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO)/LUMO levels obtained from the reduction/oxidation
onsets of the CV curves are�5.55/�3.87 and�5.52/�3.82 eV for
m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH, respectively. The deeper HOMO/
LUMO levels of m-BTP-OEH might be attributed to the con-
jugation and inductive effects of different positions of alkyloxy
chain attached to the benzene ring. For p-BTP-OEH, substitu-
tion of the alkyloxy substituent in the para positions on the
phenyl rings would lead to a stronger conjugation effect than
inductive effect. In contrast, for m-BTP-OEH with the meta-
substitution, the inductive effect enhanced while the conjuga-
tion effect weakened, resulting in weakened electron donating
ability of the central unit of the molecules and ultimately
reduced HOMO/LUMO levels. Based on these photoelectrical
properties, these two NFAs show potential for the fabrication of
efficient OSC devices with the selected polymer donor PM6.

To estimate the photovoltaic properties of these two molecules
with meta- and para-substituted side chains on the phenyl rings,

OSCs were constructed using the conventional device architecture
of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/PDINO/Ag, as shown in Fig. 1d.
And the detailed device parameters are recorded in Tables S1–S4
(ESI†). The optimized devices based on PM6:NFA were processed
with the weight ratio of 1 : 1.2 dissolved in chloroform with 0.5%
1-chloronaphthalene as a solvent additive. The devices were then
subjected to thermal annealing at 100 1C for 10 min. Fig. 2a shows
the current density–voltage ( J–V) curves of the optimal devices
and the corresponding photovoltaic parameters are listed in
Table 2. The PM6:p-BTP-OEH-based device achieved a PCE of
17.63% with a Voc of 0.884 V, Jsc of 26.27 mA cm�2, and FF of
75.88%. When the 2-ethylhexyloxy substituent was introduced at
the para positions of the side chain phenyl ring, the resulting
acceptor, m-BTP-OEH shows improved photovoltaic characteris-
tics. Despite a drop in Voc, the PCE exceeded 18% with higher Jsc

(26.84 mA cm�2) and FF (78.41%) of the m-BTP-OEH-based device
than that of meta-substituted p-BTP-OEH. The performance
improvement primarily arises from the enhanced FF, which can
be ascribed to a more efficient exciton dissociation and charge
transport process, along with the diminished energetic disorder
in the m-BTP-OEH based devices compared to the p-BTP-OEH
based device, as elucidated in the subsequent discussion. Meanwhile,
the higher Voc of the p-BTP-OEH based device should be attributed to
the high energy level and possible lower energy loss. In addition, the
high performance of m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH further demon-
strates that the introduction of alkyloxy substituted phenyl as the
outer side chain is a promising strategy for efficient acceptors.

To support the Jsc trend, external quantum efficiency (EQE)
measurements were conducted, as displayed in Fig. 2b. Both
devices demonstrate a robust photo-response within the wave-
length range of 430 to 800 nm, with the maximum value of EQE
nearing 90%. In addition, the m-BTP-OEH-based device showed
slightly broader and higher photocurrent responses, thereby
enhancing the Jsc of the corresponding devices. As a result, the

Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structures of PM6, m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH. (b) Normalized UV-vis absorption spectra of PM6, m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH in
thin films. (c) Energy level alignments of the donor and acceptors. (d) Device architecture of the OSC devices.

Table 1 Optical and electrochemical properties of m-BTP-OEH and p-
BTP-OEH

NFAs lCF
max (nm) lfilm

max (nm) Eopt
g (eV) EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV)

m-BTP-OEH 729 814 1.36 �5.55 �3.87
p-BTP-OEH 728 814 1.36 �5.52 �3.82
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integrated Jsc values obtained from the EQE curves were
26.00 mA cm�2 for PM6:m-BTP-OEH and 25.49 mA cm�2 for
PM6:p-BTP-OEH, respectively, which are in line with the trend
of their J–V curves. The improved EQE of the m-BTP-OEH-based
devices may be attributable to the more desirable morphology
induced by meta-substitution, as discussed below.

To understand the reasons for the improved FF and Jsc of
PM6:m-BTP-OEH in comparison with those based on PM6:p-
BTP-OEH, we first investigated the charge carrier dynamic of
these devices. As shown in Fig. 2c, the dependence of photo-
current density ( Jph) on effective voltage (Veff) was measured. It
is commonly postulated that the efficacy of the dissociation of
photogenerated excitons and the subsequent charge collection
by electrodes reach 100% under high bias conditions, specifi-
cally when the effective bias voltage (Veff) is equal to or greater
than 2 V. The probability of exciton dissociation (Pdiss) and the
efficiency of charge collection (Pcoll) can be determined by
calculating the values of Jph/Jsat when the system is in the
short-circuit state and at maximal power output, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2c, the Pdiss values are 98.41% and 97.91%,
and the Pcoll values are 89.44% and 88.89% for the PM6:m-BTP-
OEH and PM6:p-BTP-OEH devices, respectively. The improved
Pdiss and Pcoll demonstrate that more efficient exciton

dissociation and charge collection can be achieved in the m-
BTP-OEH-based device, which supports the increased Jsc and
FF. To elucidate the charge recombination mechanism, the
light intensity (P) dependence of Jsc was then measured. The
relationship between Jsc and Plight can be explained using the
formula Jsc p Pa

light, where a is the exponential factor correlated
to bimolecular recombination.34,35 As shown in Fig. 2d, the
extracted a values of PM6:m-BTP-OEH and PM6:p-BTP-OEH are
99.17%, and 98.88%, respectively. The higher a value indicates
reduced biomolecular recombination present in PM6:m-BTP-
OEH-based devices.

The charge recombination dynamics of the devices were
further examined through the utilization of transient photo-
voltage (TPV) analyses. As depicted in Fig. 2f, the TPV measure-
ments revealed carrier lifetimes of 64 and 42 ms for PM6:m-BTP-
OEH and PM6:p-BTP-OEH-based devices, respectively, indicat-
ing weakened charge carrier recombination in the former.
Transient photocurrent (TPC) decay kinetics were measured
to probe the charge extraction process of these two systems. As
shown in Fig. 2e, the m-BTP-OEH-based device showed a faster
charge extraction than the p-BTP-OEH-based device. This obser-
vation aligns with the previously mentioned enhanced charge
collection efficiency observed in the PM6:m-BTP-OEH system.

Fig. 2 (a) J–V curves of the optimal devices based on PM6:m-BTP-OEH and PM6:p-BTP-OEH under AM1.5G illumination. (b) EQE curves, (c) Jph versus
Veff and (d) Jsc versus light intensity of the corresponding optimized devices. (e) Transient photovoltage (TPV) and (f) transient photocurrent (TPC) of the
PM6:m-BTP-OEH and PM6:p-BTP-OEH based devices.

Table 2 Optimized photovoltaic parameters of PM6:m-BTP-OEH and PM6:p-BTP-OEH systems

Active layer Voc
a (V) Jsc

a (mA cm�2) Jcalc
b (mA cm�2) FFa (%) PCEa (%)

PM6:m-BTP-OEH 0.856 (0.856 � 0.002) 26.84 (26.94 � 0.08) 26.00 78.41 (77.81 � 0.29) 18.02 (17.95 � 0.05)
PM6:p-BTP-OEH 0.884 (0.885 � 0.003) 26.27 (26.10 � 0.14) 25.49 75.88 (75.82 � 0.39) 17.63 (17.52 � 0.08)

a Average parameters derived from 11 independent OSCs (Tables S5 and S6, ESI). b Current densities by integrating the EQE plots.
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Consequently, faster carrier extraction and less charge
recombination together contribute to the enhancement of
FF and Jsc.36

Photoluminescence (PL) quenching experiments were per-
formed to check the photo-induced exciton dissociation and
charge transfer behaviors of PM6 and these two isomeric NFAs.
Fig. 3b shows the PL spectra of the neat NFAs and their blend
films with PM6, in which they were excited independently at
825 nm. The fluorescence quenching efficiencies for m-BTP-
OEH and p-BTP-OEH in the PM6:NFAs blends were determined
to be 89.2% and 86.8%, respectively, indicating that more
efficient charge transfer occurred in the PM6:m-BTP-OEH
blend. The charge mobility was further evaluated by the space
charge limited current (SCLC) method through fitting the dark
J–V curves (Fig. 3a and Fig. S2, ESI†). The PM6:p-BTP-OEH
system showed moderate mh and me of 4.61 � 10�4 and 3.91 �
10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively. While higher mh (5.22 �
10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1) and me (4.66� 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1) are obtained
in the PM6:m-BTP-OEH-based devices. The enhanced and more
balanced charge mobilities in the PM6:m-BTP-OEH-based
device will effectively reduce the charge accumulation in the
active layer, thereby suppressing charge recombination and
facilitating the charge transfer.

The morphology of the active layer is an important determi-
nant of the corresponding device performance, to investigate
the effect of side-chain orientation of NFAs on the morphology
of the donor/acceptor blend, contact angle measurements were

carried out to study the miscibility and interaction between
the PM6 and NFAs. As shown in Fig. 4 and Table S7 (ESI†),
the surface energy (g) from the contact angles on water and
glycerol was determined as 22.0 mN m�1, 29.1 mN m�1 and
28.8 mN m�1 for PM6, m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH, respec-
tively. Then the degree of molecular miscibility was estimated
by the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter w using the equa-
tion w1;2 /

ffiffiffiffiffi
g1
p � ffiffiffiffiffi

g2
p� �

2.37 The w parameter of the PM6:m-BTP-
OEH is 0.50, exhibiting a higher value compared to the PM6:m-
BTP-OEH blend (0.46), suggesting lower miscibility, and thus
the potential for higher domain purity in the PM6:p-BTP-OEH-
based device. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique
was employed to characterize the surface morphology of the
blend films. Based on Fig. 6c, it is evident that both the PM6:m-
BTP-OEH blend and the PM6:p-BTP-OEH blend demonstrate
comparatively smooth surfaces, characterized by root-mean-
square (RMS) roughness values of 0.99 nm and 0.87 nm,
respectively. The larger RMS value, which is consistent with
the lower miscibility between PM6 and m-BTP-OEH, could
primarily be attributed to the stronger intermolecular stacking
as discussed below.

Film morphology is also strongly dependent on the mole-
cular packing and orientation from intrinsic structural
features. Hence, to explore the impact of the side-chain config-
urations on molecular packing, the crystalline properties were
evaluated by grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS). As shown in Fig. 5a and b, both these NFA neat

Fig. 3 (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the acceptor neat film and the blend films excited at 825 nm. (b) Histograms of the electron mobility (me)
and hole mobility (mh).

Fig. 4 Contact angle of neat PM6, m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH films with water and glycerol droplets.
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films as cast present dominantly face-on oriented p–p stacking;
moreover, m-BTP-OEH exhibited pronounced (010) p–p

stacking diffraction compared to p-BTP-OEH due to the meta-
substituted side chains. The p–p stacking diffraction (010)

Fig. 5 (a) 2D GIWAXS patterns and (b) corresponding 1D scattering profiles along the in-plane and out-of-plane directions for m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-
OEH. (c) DFT calculations of the optimized molecular geometry.

Fig. 6 (a) 2D GIWAXS patterns and (b) corresponding 1D scattering profiles along the in-plane and out-of-plane directions for PM6:m-BTP-OEH and
PM6:p-BTP-OEH. (c) AFM height images.
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peaks of m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-OEH locate at 1.74 and
1.70 Å�1 in the OOP direction and these peaks correspond to
the p–p stacking distance of 3.61 and 3.69 Å, respectively.
The closer packing along with stronger stacking diffraction of
m-BTP-OEH could be favorable for charge transport. Mean-
while, the molecular geometries of these two NFAs were calcu-
lated by density-functional theory (DFT) calculations to get
insights into the effects of side chain configuration on inter-
molecular packing. As shown in Fig. 5c, the side chains of
m-BTP-OEH adopted tilted orientations, which will favor inter-
molecular packing, despite the larger dihedral angles in its
molecular geometry than those of p-BTP-OEH.31,38

Then, the blend films of NFAs with PM6 under the opti-
mized condition are also characterized by GIWAXS, respectively
(Fig. 6a and b). The face-on orientation of both acceptors and
PM6 remained predominant following their blending. The
PM6:p-BTP-OEH blended film exhibits (100) lamellar peaks at
0.29 Å�1 along the IP direction with a crystal coherence length
(CCL) of 16.10 Å. In comparison, the PM6:m-BTP-OEH displays
(100) lamellar peaks at 0.30 Å�1 with CCL of 17.89 Å. The
diffraction peak associated with p–p stacking in the PM6:
m-BTP-OEH blended film is observed at 1.75 Å�1 corresponding
to a d-spacing of 3.58 Å, whereas the PM6:p-BTP-OEH blended
film possesses a p–p stacking peak at 1.74 Å�1 with a corres-
ponding d-spacing of 3.61 Å. The shorter d-spacing and longer
CCL values imply that the PM6:m-BTP-OEH blended films have
higher crystallinity than those of PM6:p-BTP-OEH, consistent
with its higher mobilities. Moreover, the more ordered mole-
cular packings in the PM6:m-BTP-OEH blend suggests lower
energy disorders. According to the discussions in recent
reports, the measurement of Urbach energy (EU) can serve as
an indicator of the extent of energy disorder in a system.39–42

Thus, the FTPS-EQE were analyzed to determine EU for these
two systems. As shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†), the EU of the PM6:
m-BTP-OEH blend is 21.82 meV, lower than value of the PM6:
p-BTP-OEH blend (23.85 meV), which agrees with the higher
crystallinity and thus better charge transport of PM6:m-BTP-
OEH-based devices.

Conclusion

In summary, two Y6 derivatives named m-BTP-OEH and p-BTP-
OEH were developed by attaching a 2-ethylhexyloxyl substituent
at the meta- or para-position of the phenyl side chain for high-
performance OSCs. By exploration of the correlation between
the structure of the molecule and the device performance,
it was found that the absorption of the molecules is barely
affected by the side chain configurations, but the energy level,
crystallinity and mobility were influenced, as well as the mis-
cibility and charge transfer with the polymer donor PM6. In
comparison to p-BTP-OEH with para-substitution, the meta-
substituted side chains of m-BTP-OEH provided more favorable
tilted orientations and thus better film-morphology, charge
transfer/transport dynamics and reduced energy disorder when
blending with PM6. Thus, the PCE of the m-BTP-OEH-based

devices achieved a value of 18.02%, accompanied by a Voc of
0.856 V, Jsc of 26.84 mA cm�2, and FF of 78.41%. These results
surpass the performance of the p-BTP-OEH-based devices,
which exhibited a PCE of 17.63%. This work demonstrates that
subtly optimizing the side-chain configuration is an effective
strategy to gently modify the molecular properties, morphology,
and charge processes of the NFAs, as well as proving the
potential of NFAs with alkyloxy substituted phenyl groups for
higher performance OSCs.
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